ETHICS, PUBLIC POLICY, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY MINOR

Required Courses

ISLA 123  Introduction to Science, Technology & Society  4
ISLA 303  Values and Technology  4
ISLA 456  Advanced Project-Based Learning in Science, Technology & Society  4

Ethics, Science & Technology Core

Select from the following:  4

PHIL 323  Ethics, Science and Technology
PHIL 327  Robot Ethics
PHIL 339  Biomedical Ethics
PHIL 340  Environmental Ethics

Public Policy, Science & Technology Core

Select from the following:  4

POLS/UNIV 333  World Food Systems
POLS 351  Public Policy and Administration
POLS 451  Technology and Public Policy
POLS 452  Technology and International Development
POLS 457  U.S. Reproductive Politics

EPPST Electives  

Select from the following:  7-8

AG/EDES/ENGR/ISLA/SCM/UNIV 350  The Global Environment
BIO 112  Environmental Biology and Conservation
BIO 227  Wildlife Conservation Biology
BIO 308  Genetic Engineering Technology
BOT 329  Plants, Food, and Biotechnology
BRAE 348  Energy for a Sustainable Society
BUS 311  Managing Technology in the International Legal Environment
COMS 422  Rhetorics of Science, Technology, and Medicine
CRP/NR 404  Environmental Law
CRP/NR 408  Water Resource Law and Policy
CRP 438  Pollution Prevention and Control
CSC 302  Computers and Society
ERSC/GEOG 333  Human Impact on the Earth
ES/WGS 350  Gender, Race, Culture, Science and Technology
ES/NR 406  Indigenous Peoples and International Law and Policy
FSN 319  Food Technology for the Consumer

HIST 407  Science and Society in Cold War America
ISLA 305  Topics in Public Engagements with STEM
KINE 265  Introduction to Community and Public Health
LAES 301  Project-Based Learning in Liberal Arts and Engineering Studies
LAES 302  Advanced Project-Based Learning in Liberal Arts and Engineering Studies
LAES 411  Global Synthesis in Liberal Arts and Engineering Studies
MATE 232  Materials, Ethics, and Society
NR 142  Environmental Management
NR 323  Human Dimensions in Natural Resources Management
PHIL 321  Philosophy of Science
PHIL 322  Philosophy of Technology
PHIL 328  Technologies and Ethics of Warfare
POLS 426  International Organizations and Law
PSC 307  Nuclear Weapons in the Post-9/11 World
PSC 320  Energy, Society and the Environment
SCM 320  Technology in London
SCM 335  Nuclear Science and Society
SCM 360  Selected Environmental issues of California’s Central Coast
UNIV 391  Appropriate Technology for the World’s People: Development
UNIV 392  Appropriate Technology for the World’s People: Design
UNIV 424  Design of Museum Displays of Science, Engineering and Technology

Total units: 27-28

1. At least 4 units of EPPST electives must be upper division.
2. EPPST Elective Courses may also be selected from unused courses in Ethics, Science & Technology or Public Policy, Science & Technology Core or with Minor Advisor approval.
3. Please check prerequisites. Your ability to select specific elective courses may vary depending upon your major’s curriculum requirements.
4. Minor Advisor approval required for this course to count as an EPPST elective. Approval is dependent on topics of quarter long projects.